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BERN PORTER: FURTHER NOTES ON

THE ROARING MARKET AND THE SILENT TOMB
By JAMES SCHEVILL
I
on Bern Porter, the Anlerican physicist,
artist, writer and publisher, was published in 1957 under
the title, The Roaring Market and the Silent Tomb. C'onceived
as a study in the relationship between the scientist, the artist,
and American society, the book's title came from Henry James:
"We have in England and the United States only the two alternatives of the roar of the market and the silence of the tomb."
In 1968, as I write these additional notes on Porter's life and
work, James's statement seems even more appropriate. F'or a
time in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the United States struggled with its great economic and military power towards a
position of world domination that earned, among other names,
the ironic label of The Affluent Society. In 1968, after many
years of the disastrous Viet Nam War, domestic racial and
political rebellion, and the sudden discovery on national television of 25,000,000 poverty-stricken Am,ericans, the Affluent
Society was discovered to be an image stemming from the roar
of the commercial market, and the silence of the tomb assumed
a new, ominous meaning.

M

y SHORT BOOK

II
In the late 19508, after his resignation from work on the
atom bonlb, after an intensive period of work in the arts and in
publishing interrupted by months and years of restless wandering, Porter returned to a string of scientific jobs as a nleans of
supporting himself and his new wife, Margaret Eudine Preston.
They were married in Virginia City, Nevada, on August 27,
1955. Among the jobs that Porter held in the late 1950s were
brief periods of work as a Technical Engineering Writer for the
Convair Astronautics Corporation working on the Atlas Intercontinental Missile; electronic communications work in Venezuela for the Collins Radio Company of Dallas; a period in
Anchorage, Alaska, as an electronics engineer with the Civil
Aeronautics Administration.
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In 1959, P'orter completed the fourth draft of I've Left, his
most important book. Also he published the second version of
his Drawings, most of which were done in Alaska. Despite
these achievements, this was a year of personal disaster. He
was rejected for various jobs for which he applied. Investigated
for a job with the Navy as a physicist at Long Beach, he was
refused verbally as "a security risk" by a personnel officer after
a gruelling investigation. He contested this bitterly as he had
prior clearances on such secret programs as the atom bomb and
the Atlas Intercontinental Missile project. The verbal statement of the personnel officer was later ch.anged in a written
version of refusal, but Porter had to face again the dark wall of
security regulations and the sense that, even though the matter
was unresolved definitely, the hidden records, the invisible
speculations, were against him permanently and irrevocably.
Who can blame him if he developed almost a paranoic suspicion
against the wave of anonymous investigations to which he had
been constantly subjected?
Broken by the continued investigations, he arranged papers
as an immigrant for Australia, planning what he called "a kind
of second disappearance" from the United States after his
abrupt departure fronl the West Coast in 1950 for the South
Pacific. On the ship he finished his final statement on what he
called "Sci Forms," naming it Physics for Tomorrow. This he
published privately in Tasmania in a small edition while working as an Assistant Instrument Engineer for Burnie Board,
Limited. Unfortunately, most of the copies were destroyed because of the unacceptable printing. One must look at the many
books and pamphlets that Porter has designed and publish·ed to
sense the real, aesthetic meaning of his frustrations at the
inabilities of ordinary printers to carry out his desires for the
form and style of a book.
Early in 1960, he and his wife left Australia disillusioned by
an atmosphere that he called "anti-culture, anti-academy, antiliterature, and anti-Anlerican." Back in the United States, he
retreated to Maine, wh.ere he still felt a strong sense of childhood roots. As he said, "I feel a great kinship with the St.
John among the worlds' rivers, as my ancestors came up it in
the early days crossing over into Maine to form Porter Settlement where I was born."
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In Maine he took a very different kind of job teaching
English and French in the Ashland Community School District,
covering several small townships in the vicinity of Ashland.
Teaching was a new experience for Porter, particularly for a
nlan of his solitary, introverted, New England nature. It was
both exhilarating and unsatisfactory. "I seemed to antagonize
the older natives," he wrote. "Unconsciously I turned the daily
classroom into my own views of what discipline and teaching
could be. Thus, there were many unorthodox happenings ... "
His instinct for a free, restless experimentation was chained by
the coaventional situation. Older authorities suspected his attempt to communicate closely with children, to engage them at
their levels and with their possibilities, rather than the traditional way of delivering information by drill and repetitive
assignments. He stressed heavily new methods of writing in his
classes as the only way that his students - many of whom came
from poverty-stricken backgrounds - could escape from their
environments.
The artist-scientist as revolutionary English teacher in a provincial school district! It was bound to end in what Porter calls
"the familiar ·escape routine." This time, early in 1961, he and
his wife traveled to the Scandinavian countries and to the Soviet
Union. In the Soviet Union, he was pleased to discover seven
of the books that he had published in the Lenin Library in
Moscow. He wrote that he was "much taken by Russian culture though I seemed to feel daily a hidden repression and control in the air which later turned to a personal fear relieved
only by a return to Helsinki by train." After the frustrating
Russian trip, Scandinavian design, crafts, architecture, all renewed his concerns with the intricate relationships between art
and science. He began to dream of establishing an Institute of
Advanced Thinking in Norway, knowing wistfully that he could
never find the funds to realize the dream.
Returning to Maine, after a four-month stint as Associate
Professor at the College of Advanced Science, Canaan, New
Hampshire, he spoke to various clubs on his ·experiences in
Scandinavia and the Soviet Union. The death of his father in
Rockland, Maine, brought to an end his childhood visions of
Maine. In January 1962, following the "escape pattern," he
traveled to New York by bus and then flew to Puerto Rico,
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where he got a job at San Juan to teach English in the interior
at Castaner. Recalling this experience, he said: "I often remember the great peace there of not being investigated, quizzed,
examined, classified, trapped . . ." This escape lasted only a
month. The jungle growth produced again the asthma that he
had suffered in earlier years on Guam and he flew to Mialni,
where he lived in a "super-cheap, bug-ridden hotel" until June.
With a press pass, he went out daily to what he called "the great
fantasy of American culture, the convention route, fantastic
food, speakers, programs, free on the cuff ... " Totally alienated from American culture, he felt paradoxically an inevitable
part of it, the satirical theorist condemned to the trivia of
reality. Years earlier in San Francisco, he had done the same
thing, attending endless press conferences to witness such performers as Billy Graham, the evangelist; Liberace, the pianist
of Momism; and the business tycoon, Louis Wolfson. The
lonely, private man was proving his loneliness by surrealistic
public appearances as a public correspondent. Yet he was conducting his own kind of scientific research too, examining the
arteries of American power where they flowed visibly. The
images he witnessed were reflected inevitably in his art work
such as his Founds.
III
Suspicion and isolation . . . the predicament of so many
American creative spirits, the open wound continuing to drain
into the twentieth century from the nineteenth century isolation
of such a scientist as Willard Gibbs and such writers as Melville,
Whitman, and Emily Dickinson. While suspicion may well be
an intrinsic part of the artist's extreme sensitivity, isolation
carried to an extreme can repress the growth of his work and
create a warped, involute view of life. Porter's incessant letter
writing, as well as his forays into press conferences as a correspoJdent, are familiar, strange American attempts to escape
the trap of isolation.
In 1936, Sherwood Anderson wrote a letter to Theodore
Dreiser pleading for a "return to the old habit of letter writi~ g
between man and man that has at certain periods existed in th,e
world." What concerned Anderson was the separation of the
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writer from society, the lack of the continuous exchange of
ideas, a process more inherent in European tradition. Porter
too used his continuous, feverish correspondence and his publishing ventures to break out not only from his isolation, but
also from the country's separation of specializations into neat,
rigid compartments. His problenl was that his wide-ranging
interests. and abrupt instincts whirled mnl incessantly from
acquaintance to acquaintance, and the open intimacy and depth
of revelation that are necessary in close friendships never had
the time to develop. Porter's letters tend either to be curt notes
seekir: g or giving information, or excited, theoretical speculations on this or that problem in the arts or sciences. His mind
rarely relaxes for the casual exchange of news and talk that is
friendship.

IV
The years 1962-1968 nlark a completely new period in
Porter's life, a break-out from his isolation, a return to scientific
work requiring the agonies of more security clearances, and a
flood of creative activity. His frenetic activities in these years
can be best summarized in his own words, by listing some of
his major involvements from a sunlmary of his activities that
he compiled:
1962
a) Took a job with the Federal Electric Corporation in Paramus,
New Jersey, training workers, installers, operators for the Strategic Air
Command of the Air Force. Finally received a secret clearance granted
by the First Army, New York, in November, 1962. This was my first
real income in four years and the beginning of a rich creative period
lasting through June 1964.
b) Received in the fall one dollar, shoes, coat, suit, some photos, and
a diary from the will and estate of my father.

1963
a) Elected member and New Jersey representative of the American
Society of Programmed Instruction. Produced by this method for the
Federal Electric Company several textbooks for student training.
b) Prompted by the technical art I was going through at work, I produced at home "Day Notes for Mother," "Native Alphabet," "AL0110,"
and "Scigraffiti" for publication in 1964.
c) Boxes of books and other materials, that I had collected and
stored in Maine for fifteen years, arrived. I sent materials from this
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collection to various libraries throughout the country.1
d) I've Left finally appeared and began to be widely reviewed. 2
e) Regretted not seeing William Carlos Williams before his death in
Rutherford.
f) My wife had a dangerous mastectomy for cancer at Harkness
Pavilion in New York. Concern for her kept me largely confined at
home during the following year.

1964
a) Despite my wife's illness, I finished the writing of "What Henry
Miller Said" and saw the publication of several titles that I had planned
with various artists.
b) After the completion of the Air Force contract with Federal
Electric, I was laid off with twenty minutes notice on June 18. Interviewed in New York, I managed to get a job, supposedly in physics
research, my first work in this field sinoe 1945, at Huntsville, Alabama.
The third day on the job showed me that there was no physics, only a
vast WPA for scientific people bound mainly in the wrong direction.
c) Extensive, super-investigation begins now into my life and my
wife's affairs, never to cease, it seems.
1965
a) Investigations finally resolved temporarily when another secret
clearance was granted by the Eastern Contract Management Region at
Olmsted Air Force Base, Pennsylvania.
b) Gaps in non-science and my double life with literature began
conling to the surface through many technical documents that appeared
with my name and various co-workers. These included "Saturn V
Dynamic Test Vehicle Data Reduction and Correlation Requirements,"
and "Saturn V Dynamic Test Program Requirements."
c) Produced Art Productions: 1928-1965, dedicated to my close friend
and associate, the photographer, Harry Bowden, who died suddenly this
year in Sausalito, California.
d) Sent to the University of California at Los Angeles Library the
folder, My Life in New Hampshire, covering my fantastic legal suits by
mail fronl Waldwick, New Jersey, in which cases against the College of
Advanced Science were carried to the supreme court of the state for
wages, unemployment payments, failure of their labor boards, etc. All
of this was done without going to New Hampshire - or how to be a
lawyer and stay home.
1 As an inveterate collector of all kinds of artistic and scientific materials,
Porter's periodic housecleaning and his shipment of various materials to
libraries can only be evaluated by a long period of research. However, it is
clear that, even considering only the books, pamphlets, and articles that
Porter has written and pUblished, there is a large amount of important
material that needs proper consideration and evaluation.
2 Actually, there have been only a few, brief reviews due to the fact that
the book was printed privately. Even though Porter received many letters
of appreciation from well-known artists and scientists. there has been almost
no general consideration of the importance of I've Left, which I discuss in
the last section of this article.
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e) My long-awaited, Mathematics for Electronics, appeared and was
reviewed in the local Huntsville paper.
f) Spent vacations in Huntsville, mainly exhausted. I was living a
secluded, frugal life, saving everything for hope of an Institute of my
own and a few gifted students. Sent out many types of my own things,
including drawings, Founds, and various manuscripts.
1966
a) Joined Volunteers for International Technical Assistance, DATA
International Assistance Corps; Volunteers in Service to America; International Executive Service Corps - all as a hedge for the future, similarly continuing on lists of the Atomic Energy Commission; National
Council of Churches; CARE, Inc.; Committee on Manpower Opportunities in Israel; Methodist Committee for Overseas Relief; Unitarian
Service Committee; Far East Foundation; Church World Service;
UNESCO - all overseas. My applications were begun mostly during
early Waldwick days and earlier, ever hoping to make it overseas again
at someone's expense. Answ'ered many technical ads in local Huntsville
pap/ers on this basis also. Continue to get forms from UNESCO and
Atomic Energy Commission, nlissing one post for form,er in Jacarta,
Indonesia, and signing on for one in Brazil. All long processes requiring more investigations of my past, references, etc.
b) Titles at work include: "Full Duration Captive Firing of S-IC
Flight Stage Reliability Study" and "System Methodologies and Their
Utilization."
c) Museum of Modern Art Library in New York completes its collection of my work totalling eighteen titles in all.
1967
a) Advised that Who's Who in Space carrying my biography will be
included in a time capsule at the Robert Hutchins Goddard Memorial
Library at Worcester, Mass. The capsule will be opened in the 25th
century.
b ) Founds published in London.
c) Made many slip cases by hand during the year for individual titles
and materials going to UCLA and Colby in frequent mailings.
d) On vacation, first out of Huntsville in three years, flew to Expo 67
to take in current and projected movements and ideas in architecture
and design.
e) Word finally received fronl UNESCO that I was not selected for
a post in physics at the University of Brazilia, also word that conditions
in Greece would not allow selection now for a job in a trade school
there; no word ever came from an application to go to a university in
Pakistan. Think often of ways and means to get out of Huntsville and
to found in reality of physical buildings of the Institute of Advanced
Thinking.

V
How can one evaluate the pattern of years that Porter describes in this laconic fashion? He is a scientist again, part of
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the Establishment, earning a good salary after a long period of
insecurity. But something has gone wrong in the Establishment.
The security has become suspect; witn·ess the growing army of
investigators that investigate even the investigators in addition
to the vast ranks of the suspected. The suspected include lit..
erally everyone who works for the Establishment. No one is
free from investigation. Trapped in secrecy, the freedom of
scientific research is transformed into scientific bureaucracysize rules as the individual diminishes.
In his book, The Essence of Security, Robert McNamara,
the former, disillusioned Secretary of Defense, admits with a
curious, wry innocence: "Man is a rational animal, but with a
very nearly infinite capacity for folly ... There is a kind of mad
momentum intrinsic to the development of all new nuclear weaponry." A kind of mad momentum! As in his period of work
on the atomic bomb in the early 19408, Porter had to actually
participate in the mad momentum of the Saturn project before
he became completely aware of the wasteful bureaucracy that
was seeking to fulfill man's. dream of a voyage to the moon. On
February 24, 1968, he wrote to nle: "Out of total fatigue, total
boredom, total disbelief I resigned my position as Associate
Research Physicist on the Saturn V - Apollo Space Program,
February 6, 1968." After his resignation, he drafted the following indictment of "MASS GOVERNMENT SCIENCE":
Taxpayers: They are asked to put up the money for their children,
peace, a better world, for the sake of things that will help, aid everyone . . . These are largely lies . . .
Politicians: The manufacturing, testing, launching, could be done in
one spot - Florida. This would in fact happen if it were a private
business of profit and loss. Since this is a political thing, it is spread
over California, Washington, D. C. and the states of Washington, Kansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Florida, etc. This means travel
between key areas by plane, constant communication by telephone and
telegram, all creating staggering costs and enormous interludes of time ...
Cost Plus: The governnlent pays everybody - makers, vendors, testers,
research technicians, etc., on the basis of the costs involved plus a reasonable profit. Consequently, there are no risks, no losses, for those
taking part. In fact, to make their profits as high as possible, they run
their costs up as far as they can. This means staggering duplication,
overlapping, shoddy work, waste, endless inefficiency in the name of
efficiency . . .
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Cost Plus Incentive: Again, no loss is involved, no risk, since one is
paid his costs plus an extra incentive sum for doing a good job. What
else is this but an open admission that good work is rarely done these
days since there nlust be extra pay to get it? ...
Lowest Bidder: Work can be let out only to the lowest bidder, which
in turn means the lowest quality, poorest work, the most trouble in
re-working, r,epairs, etc. . . . Which in turn makes more costs, more
profit for the users . . . The spending of vast sums of money without
regard to the results is the password of action . . .
The Investigators: Who will work to construct the plants, who will
make, sell, test, launch . . . All of these jobs must be decided after
investigation by a staggering army of investigators . . . Once these
positions have been filled, the workers are under constant surveillance
to see that they read, think, do and perfornl according to a forced,
prescribed way . . . Not for fear that they will tum this information
over to the Russians or Chinese, but that the makers and workers will
turn it on the investigators, the United States government itself . . .
The Managers: Like the science teacher who qualifies as a result of
taking education courses, after investigation the supervisors and managers are chosen on the basis of looks, clothes, who they know, their
church and politics . . . They are not chosen on the basis of their
knowledge or experience in science, space, engineering ...
The Job Shoppers: After Mr. A., a business operator, has convinced
Senator B. that he can take on a portion of the space work at cost plus
in his abandoned mill, he is given a contract to proceed without necessarily showing his ability to perform or complete. He orders from The
Job Shop the needed ten technical writers, ten draftsmen, ten engineers,
two physicists, and one technical manager. These are delivered like a
case of beer . . . They are usually well-skilled and work long hours
seven days a week without fringe benefits ... The Job Shop is paid so
much for each body delivered . . . Sometimes to increase his costs, the
employer takes on a few people who do nothing but sit around . . .
All employees fronl The Job Shop have been super-investigated and
conform in thought, action, and vote . . .
The Warm Bodies: The contractors refer to their help as "warm
bodies" and use them as such
They are numbered without regard to
their actual talents and wishes
The employers make money whether
or not an employee practices his chosen talent . . . For example I sat
beside a theoretical chemist and a geophysicist \vho were not able to
practice daily their training and their talents . . . It was an unbelievable
waste of minds and energy . . . "The warm bodies" put up with this
because of the pressure of rent, payments on the car, living, existing ...
They are also called "the slaves" . . .
Civil Service Scientists: Usually, they are types who could not hold a
job in private enterprise . . . Stereotyped in thought and controlled in
action, they work only a few hours a week at a low level of responsibility, but they are paid for forty hours ...
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Security: All bodies, civil and "warm," mayor may not be in contact
with information claimed to be significant . . . The truth is that the basic
facts cannot be concealed and can be duplicated by anyone, anywhere ...
Usually, they can be duplicated by a cheaper, better method . . . Consequently, security is used as another device for cost plus and for having
more controlled workers on the force ... Most minds of even average
scientific level have already more information than is contained in the
files and they have the unused potential to create greater and better
scientific insights . . .
Result: The production of this vast army is said to be a trip to the
moon . . . The accidental worth, of course, is weather detection and
intercontinental communication, but the true objective of all the effort
is military - war, power, destruction, spying, etc. . . . The items promised to be of use to the taxpayers get hidden in files as classified to be
released years later, if at all ...
The peril to universities is great ... After investigation, they are taken
in as numbered employees to carry on special research, the results of
which again go to the military . . . Of course these results detract from
teaching ...
Creative science, basic science, is killed dead . . . The waste in
money, talent, energy, goes on always for the wrong thing . . . The
benefit to the man in the street is hardly even considered, as the techniques of this mass effort are not turned over to the daily problems of
travel, housing, medicine, food, etc. . . .
Thus, science that could save the world, does not . . . It is stifled,
controlled, harnessed, bound . . . The passing of Oppenheimer and all
he meant seen1ed or marked the end . . . A sad story becoming more so
every day as the army of elite are broken, wasted, and money is spent
in vast quantities, staggering sums ... The whole effort gets further and
further away from the basic how, why, what for, that is science . . .

VI
The basic how, why, what for, that is science. Perhaps these
terms seem too simple, but they are the basic questions to be
asked in a time of increasing secret technological bureaucracy.
Porter's indictment of "Mass Government Science" is tremendously inlportant. Despite even President Eisenhower's warning against "The Military-Industrial" complex, the power of
this dangerous alliance continues to increase. Without the backing of scientists, this secret, specialized technological alliance
could not maintain its present strength.
In his indictment, when Porter mentions Oppenheimer's
death as the end of true scientific research, he is thinkin g of
Oppenheimer's famous statement after the explosion of the first
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atomic bomb: "In some crude sense which no vulgarity, no humor, no overstatement can quite extinguish, the physicists have
known sin; and this is a knowledge which they cannot lose."
The sad truth is, as Porter points out, that the secret, undemocratic focus on security in our governmental scientific
research has fostered an overwhelming sense of conformity
among scientists. The conscience of an Oppenheimer is increasingly rare. Scientists tend to suppress their feelings behind
such statements as that of the famous Harvard physicist, Dr.
Percy Bridgman, who scoffed at Oppenheimer's confession of
sin: "Scientists aren't responsible for the facts that are in nature.
It's their job to find the facts. There's no sin connected with
it - no morals. If anyone should have a sense of sin, it's
God. He put the facts there." This clever, if arrogant, removal
of man's sin to God's sin, clears the way for the present scientific collaboration with the military-industrialists. For if God
and Country are responsible for the facts of sin, why should
not the scientist follow? Still, an increasing number of great
scientists do not follow. Like all free creative spirits, they prefer the range of their own imaginations. Their great problem
and temptation is the increasing hold that government can
exercise over science by controlling the expensive technical
equipment that physicists and other experimental scientists find
necessary for research.
This time Porter's resignation from the Saturn project at
Huntsville was not merely part of "the familiar escape routine."
He felt the space program was going "in the wrong direction,"
that man's future "rests with gains from under the sea - for
food, minerals, fuels, floating cities, floating airports, docks,
solutions to the exact riddle of earth, universe, weather, tides."
As he wrote in some unpublished notes in November 1967:
The day of the backroom inventor is over with government subsidizing
all major research and twisting the results to political, national, war
ends ... Science could save the world, but by political edict destroys it
. . . Viet Nam is an example of the folly of a belief that 'our way' is
best or even applies to anyone but us ... The wars at home are so vast
and now so nearly unsolvable as to warrant more than full attention
within our own borders - air, water, cities, minorities, traffic, weather
control, mass medicine, housing, food . . .
Race and riot problems in the United States underscore the poignant
fact that the sciences and the arts have never descended from their lofty
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ivory towers down into the streets for the lasting benefit of the common
man to meet his physical, mental, and spiritual needs. The products of
the sciences and the arts, singly but preferably in combination, must be
for the first time made adaptable, functional, and useful to the needs of
every day living.

VII
As I write this article in September 1968, Porter is living
again in Maine, following a two-month assignment with a publishing firnl in Guatemala City, Guatemala, for the International
Executive Service Corps, filing new applications for jobs, waiting for some practical opportunity to continue his work to restore some unity between the arts and sciences. Meanwhile, his
key work, I've Left, needs to be republished and made generally
available as an important American document.
In forty-seven concise, suggestive pages, I've Left sets forth
the basic contradictions and possibilities of American society.
It is a curious blending of Whitmanian affirmation - "I am at
all places, in all forms, at all times" - and Kafkaesque isolation and depression - "I finger zero, readjust my couch in a
void that sloth built, the better to do nothing." Its tone is a
remarkable foreshadowing of the current revolt of youth against
what they feel to be a mechanical bureaucracy without any
sense of self-discovery. A review in Ole, May 1967, published
by the Open Skull Press in San Francisco, reveals how the new
generation is beginning to regard this book:
Porter began setting down his thoughts on "sciart," "scilit," "scipoe,"
etc., as far back as 1939. Twenty-seven years later and we're only in Phase
One experimenting with his prophecies: happenings, poetry, poem/flicks,
stroboscopic sonar freak/trips. In Porter's world, the Creators inherit
the earth, rule, and save the world. You don't wanna go? Porter: 'Pity,
then, only yourselves in your own stew. As for me, I've left.' Ain't
nobody gonna catch up with this cat.

"At the heart of Dada lay the gratuitous act," wrote William
S. Rubin in his book, Dada, Surrealism, and Their Heritage.
Stressing the contemporary sense of violent revolt against intolerable social conditions of war and poverty, Andre Breton said
that "The most simple Surrealist act is going down into the
street ... and shooting at random into the crowd." Porter's
tone of what might be termed Scientific Surrealism in I've Left
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is not so nihilistic, but it contains its own sense of American violence, particularly in the section on the autonlobile. Yet his
basic pragmatic idealism dominates the center of the book. For
all the French influence of Artaud, Breton, Duchamp, and
others, he still reveals a curiously American destiny, a belief
that the frontier of science renlains open despite our failures if
we only can find the grace and the imagination to perceive our
real destiny.
"And so we had lunch, telling each other that a structure this
pretty just had to exist." So, James D. Watson, the Nobel prizewinning biochenlist, describes in his book, The Double Helix,
the discovery of the form of DNA, the molecule of heredity.
Such a statement dramatizes Porter's dogged point about the
essential unity of the creative imagination whether in the arts
or sciences, and the danger of losing this unity through the false
traps of specialization we enter in this age of security. As
Watson reveals in the excitement of his book, artistic form cannot be separated from scientific accuracy.
I've Left absorbs the machine into the imagination without
underestimating mechanical dangers. Porter turns the machine
into a form, not a gadget, as he speculates what can be done
with the threat of the car to the safety and unity of the city.
By asking the simple question, "Are automobiles necessary?"
he points to the fact that our cities constantly compronlise with
the problem of the car rather than confront its innate destructiveness. The striking surrealistic tone of I've Left alternates
between a plea for what the machine and the scientific imagination can achieve and a satirical mockery of the ways in which
our civilization has failed in its search for security.
In May 1947, in Les Temps Modernes, Jean-Paul Sartre
wrote an article declaring surrealisnl basically abstract, metaphysical, and ineffective, and stated that the Surrealists were
incapable of action when the moment came. Porter's reply is
that the real problem of modern surrealism is its failure to use
and understand the discoveries of science. "It is futile," he
says, "merely to protest against science because of the world's
growing involvement in technological bureaucracy. You can't
retreat from the genuine, imaginative resources of science as so
many artists and writers do."
It is significant that many of Porter's concepts in I've Left
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relating science to the arts have become current artistic concerns - for example, in poetry his use of found material and
his approach to the visual forms of language that are the vogue
now in concrete poetry; in theatre his discussion of different
space relationships, new contacts between the audience and
stage; in art, his sense of discarding th·e frame and creating new
unities of environment and materials; in architecture, his desire
for a relationship between architecture and physics to produce
a freer, more imaginative way of living for every man. The
developments of the 1950s and 1960s have vindicated the practicality of ll1any of Porter's ideas. The attempt in these years to
abolish the divisions between painting, sculpture, and the performing arts, to bring all of the media together, became the
dominant trend. Artists such as Claes Oldenburg, Jim Dine,
Leonard Breger, George Segal, all sought to stress the dramatic
relationship between the trivial materials of our surroundings
and the ll1ystery of the environment which is chosen for us and
which shapes our lives.
In the end, however, there is a basic difference between
Porter and the current generation of artists and scientists. They
are shaped by an age of satire and black humor, while Porter
belongs more to the idealistic, transcendental tradition that still
believes in the rational benefits to be gained from the liberation
of the American inlagination. As Porter describes his search
for identity in I've Left:
It was the revolting, nauseous, and wholly unbearable nature of
obsolescence itself that drove me to more concerted concentration of
the inherent possibilities within and finally to a point where I pressed
the membrane s,eparating man and God closer and closer to the Ultimate
and indeed felt occasions when I had pierced the barrier sufficiently to
more than look past. The first to raise himself by his own bootstraps I
was thus able to see, hear, taste, feel, and smell all things at all times.
Through the combined use of these facilities I became all things at any
time in any place. Thus endowed, being so, I became me.
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